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CINED: A FILM COLLECTION
FOR CINEMA EDUCATION.
CinEd’s mission is to propagate the seventh art as a cultural entity and an aid to understanding the world. For this purpose, it has
developed a common teaching method based on a collection of films produced by the European countries that are partners in
the project. The approach adapts to our present day world, with its rapid and increasingly great changes in the way that images
seen on a vast range of screens are seen, received, spread and produced: from giant cinema screens to tiny smartphones, and
of course televisions, computers and tablets. The cinema is a relatively new art, and although its death has been predicted more
than once, it is obvious that it is very much alive.
These changes impact on the cinema, and its diffusion must take particular account of the increasingly fragmented ways in
which a variety of screens are used for viewing. CinEd publications offer and support a sensitive and inductive teaching method,
which is both interactive and intuitive, and provides information, analytical tools and offers the possibility of a dialogue between
the images and the films. The films are analysed on different levels and in their entirety, as well as in sections and looking at
different aspects: frames, shots, and sequences.
The teaching materials (booklets) enable a free and flexible approach to the films. One major challenge is to enter into contact
with the cinema image on different levels: description is the essential basis for any kind of analytical approach, the ability to
extract and select the images to classify and compare – both from the film in question and from other sources, involving all the
representational and narrative arts (photography, literature, painting, theatre, comics ...). The aim is for the images not to fly
away, but to have a meaning. This possibility of synthesis makes the cinema a particularly valuable art for building and consolidating the way young people view the world.
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The Autor
Ruggiero Cristallo was formed at the University for Foreigners in International Communication in 2003. He approaches in
recent years in the world of audiovisual media and in 2004 he graduated as a film editor and operator at the OMNIJOB Milan.
Since 2004 works at the Cooperative GET - Center for Research and Teaching of the image. Since 2005 coordinates the CINEMA
ACADEMY FOR YOUTH of Enziteto and since 2015 is a trainer for the European project CinEd.
Thanks to
Arnaud Hée, Nathalie Bourgeois, Maria Cascella, Ruggiero Cristallo, Accademia del Cinema Ragazzi, Claudia Lorè e Nicolò Ceci
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Leonardo Di Costanzo’s training and career have focused on
documentary films, the contemporary genre that provides
the best opportunities for a director to express an innovative style.
He trained in France, and although he has divided his time
between Paris and Bogota, between fieldwork and training,
he has never stopped observing Italy. In Di Costanzo’s documentaries, there is a precise need for narrative, not to describe a situation or a problem, but to recount something
about people. They are the object and subject of his works.
As such, these people show the film camera a reflection of
the situation they experience. It is not therefore reality in
se, but a reality that influences individuals and which they
themselves reveal. In Di Costanzo’s work of bearing witness,
he remains almost apart from the action, a link between
the subject-objects and the viewers. The director seems
almost to deliver the lives of other people to the audience,
as important testimonies about life, conditions of life and
“in-between” ages. This special characteristic is the reason
why we have chosen Di Costanzo. The way he investigates
reality has made him an interesting director of contemporary European cinema.
L’intervallo is an emblematic choice, as is the film itself within Di Costanzo’s body of work. It is his first and only work of
fiction so far, and fits coherently into this choice, as it maintains his distinct directorial style almost unchanged. It is
this need to go the whole way, to investigate the individual,
which makes Di Costanzo use fiction, fully respecting the
person and what he/she represents. The director’s attention
to childhood and adolescence is seen in his other works, and
analysis of his directorial approach to similar issues is very
useful for cinema education.
This booklet intends to explore the special features of a film which lies between fiction and documentary, and how far this expresses
the development of contemporary cinema.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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Country
Released in
Running time
Colour
Audio
Genre
Directed

L'intervallo
Italy, Switzerland, Germany
2012
86 minutes
Colour - super 16
sound
drama
Leonardo Di Costanzo

Written by
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Maurizio Braucci, Leonardo di Cos-

Screenplay
Mariangela Barbanente, Maurizio Braucci, Leonardo di
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Produced by Carlo Cresto-Dina, Giorgio Gasparini,
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Music
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I - INTRODUCTION

I - INTRODUZIONE

It happens that caged birds don’t fly away, not
even if you open the door.
Goldfinches will sometimes attack the bars in
anger.
But if you open the cage, even they don’t fly off.
They just stay inside in a corner and look around.
Maybe they’re tempted to fly away but they
aren’t brave enough.
My dad told me that the robin is the bravest of all
little birds,
because he isn’t scared of anything.
Sometimes you can hear him singing at night,
challenging the darkness.
Nightingales sing at night too, but only when
they’re in love.
So it happens that even somebody who is an
expert can mistake a challenge for a love song …
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Seventeen-year-old Salvatore’s mother is dead,
and the boy spends his days in a dreary suburb of
Naples, helping his father, a street vendor of granita, by selling lemonade on the streets. One day, the
henchmen of a local gangland boss give Salvatore
the task of guarding a fifteen-year-old girl, Veronica,
who is forced to spend the entire day locked up in
the derelict hospital where Salvatore and his father
keep their carts in the courtyard. At first, Salvatore
and Veronica are suspicious and hostile to each
other, but become friends during the day, rediscovering the light-heartedness and the dreams that are
normal for their age. They explore the vast park of
the derelict hospital, pick flowers to put next to the
photo of a patient who committed suicide, and play
on an old boat they find in the water-filled cellars.
Veronica tells Salvatore that she is being punished
for seeing a boy from an enemy gang. The two teenagers tell each other their dreams, and imagine breaking out of their lives, which offer no prospects for
the future. When evening comes, the boss arrives to
talk to Veronica. Before this, worried that something
terrible may happen to her, she has given Salvatore
a letter telling her story. She thinks briefly about
killing the gangster with an awl, but finally gives in
and says she is no longer interested in the boy from
the other clan. Veronica rides off on the scooter that
came to fetch her, while Salvatore is rewarded for
"his trouble". When his father returns from work, Salvatore tells him that “Everything’s fine”, that the day
has passed without any problems. The pause is over,
and Salvatore and Veronica’s lives slip back into the
predestined and inescapable obscurity from which
they managed to evade, but only for an instant.

ASPECTS
The frame chosen for the film poster is very evocative
and already allows a preliminary analysis of different
aspects of the film:
THE ACTORS
In order to select the two actors for the leading roles,
Alessio Gallo and Francesca Riso, an acting and body
language workshop was set up for two hundred teenagers. Twelve couples were chosen before the two leading roles were finally assigned. The actors were given
the freedom to translate the screenplay from standard
Italian to Neapolitan dialect so that they could feel at
home in it, despite the distance between their roles
in the film and their own personalities. The fact of not
playing themselves, but playing characters they knew
well from their own daily life experience enabled them
to take on their roles without any misgivings.
THE PLACE: THE THIRD CHARACTER
Just like a real character, the location also influences
the action. The isolation from the outside world, emptiness, decadence, the small shrine in memory of the
dead girl, the boat in the water and the rooftop all
bring the two teenagers together in an area of the city
that is also far from the city, as they hide and pursue
each other as if they are playing a game. At first, the
derelict hospital is like an enemy because it is a prison,
but then it becomes an accomplice and a refuge from
the outside world. It is like a character to discover, explore, understand and learn to live with.
Like us, Salvatore and Veronica are outside the story of
the location and we discover it with them, as we move
around and explore the characteristics making it unusual. The animals living there, the flooded basement,
and the wild plants are some of the features combining

to give this place its own unique identity. Like a character, the place also has its own memory. For example, its
derelict state and the small shrine commemorating the
dead girl are reminders of the past times that the place
has lived through, of which it still bears the traces and
the memory.
TIME SUSPENDED
This camera shot gives the impression of suspended
time, of a pause or interval in the reality of daily life.
Salvatore and Veronica are victims of a city that we do
not see, but which obviously has a criminal society that
forces them to stay in the derelict hospital; this gives
them the chance to take a break from the daily routine
imposed on them, and to rediscover that they are teenagers. Although the place is a part of the same city
(cf. ANALYSIS-Cinema issues-Revealing/concealing), it
offers the two teenagers a chance to escape from this
daily routine, forcing them to build a relationship. At the
same time it offers them time to play, sometimes in a
fantasy world, like when they find the boat in the hospital basement, and this allows them to rediscover the
natural teenage behaviour that the violence surrounding them has suffocated.
THE TWO CHARACTERS
Events oblige the two teenagers to stay in the derelict
building, and give them very precise roles. During the
day, they take off the masks marking them as different
from each other, as opposites, and begin to resemble
each other again. Firstly, there is the need to rediscover
the natural behaviour of their age, to dream and to play.
In a film that recounts a harsh reality, Salvatore and Veronica rediscover the art of dreaming like a real “couple”
of teenagers, and they take a break from everything
happening around them, interval in their daily lives.

I - INTRODUCTION
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II - THE FILM
CONTEXT - NAPLES: A CITY TO RECOUNT

II - THE FILM

1.

Within Europe, Naples appears in all its “exceptional nature”. The city’s thousands of years of
history and its rich folk traditions mean that Neapolitans have developed a strong sense of
identity and a real feeling of belonging to their city.

“It’s the least Americanized city in Italy, or in Europe. Although the American troops
held the city for a long time, once they went (apart from the odd dark-skinned child
left behind) everything American was eliminated. This is the strength of the Neapolitans: their character, traditions and roots.”
Marcello Mastroianni

The context of the relationships rooted in the narrow streets,
neighborhoods and outlying quarters of Naples and its urban
sprawl, the starting point and the basis for creating external
relationships, has shaped a social identity almost parallel to
the institutional identity, influenced by a cultural code and a
vast social consensus. The difficulties faced by this city and its
residents range from environmental to social problems, and
include the obvious shortcomings of the Italian State; this has
allowed the development of alternatives to the official legal and
institutional systems. Building speculation, the threat of Vesuvius erupting, earthquakes and constant seismic activity in the
Campi Flegrei, widespread poverty and social inequality, epidemics, the refuse collection problem and deeply-rooted crime
organizations, all come together in what is also Italy’s third most
important city, the site since 1995 of the first skyscrapers in Italy
and southern Europe.
All these characteristics, together with its ancient and complex history, mean that Naples is unique and unforgettable
crossroads of people and cultures. This is why those who travel
through this area feel the need to describe it. For example, the
city’s landscape is one of those most often painted, both by the
Neapolitan artists and by travelers.
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“Naples is the most cinematographic city in the world” Vittorio De Sica
Due to its naturally scenic landscape, Naples has
always been an endless source of film material,
both fiction and documentaries.
The first to film Naples were the Lumière brothers in 1895.
After World War II, Naples became the ideal setting for the neorealist cinema, reflecting the
desire to escape from a life of frustration and
poverty. Many neorealist directors were inspired by Naples: Rossellini’s Paisà (1946) about the
dramatic post-war state of the city, Viaggio in
Italia (1954) and Napoli ‘43 (1954), Pasolini’s Le
streghe (1966), Capriccio all’italiana (1967) and Il
decameron (1971), together with De Sica’s L’oro
di Naples (1954), Ieri, oggi e domani (1963) and
Matrimonio all’italiana (1964).
Mario Sequi’s Monastero di Santa Chiara (1949)
featured Alberto Moravia, and was a documen“NAPOLI NEL CINEMA” DI
tary-style film about Naples under occupation,
ROBERTO ORMANNI. NAPOLI
with anthropological, cultural and historical
TASCABILE, COLLANA
references. Fizzarotti also described a Naples
DIRETTA A ROMUALDO
destroyed by war, combining neorealism’s docuMARRONE. SETTEMBRE 1995.
mentary-style research with the emotional drama of Malaspina (1947), inspired by the old silent films.
The ideological tension of Italian neorealism was transformed into a more positive Neapolitan form via the folklore, color and landscape of the Neapolitan
characters and images. This movement became known as romantic neorealism
in the early 1950s.
Even the famous comic actor Totò responded to this climate, and moved around
the city outskirts and typical contexts of neorealism.
Francesco Rosi’s film Le mani sulla città (Hands on the City, 1963) is based on a
close bond with the urban context, and is set in a Naples disfigured by speculative building. “The characters and the events described are imaginary, but the
social and environmental situation that create them are real”: Rosi’s film ends
with this caption, but it is also valid for Di Costanzo’s L’intervallo.
Alongside what is said, told and shown, there is also something that remains unsaid and untranslatable; this is the magical aspect of Naples, the special atmosphere on the city’s streets that makes it, despite everything, an immortal city.

ITALIAN CINEMA: BETWEEN
DOCUMENTARY AND FICTION
The Italian cinema of the last few years has had a more urgent need for
exposure and documentation via a serious attempt to achieve realism, as
shown by film directors like Garrone, Sollima and Munzi, and the latest
work by maestro Calligari, Non essere cattivo (2015).
Gomorra by Matteo Garrone was actually showing in the cinemas when
Leonardo Di Costanzo began work on L’intervallo. The tension between the
need to narrate and the need to document makes Di Costanzo feel that a
documentary approach is no longer sufficient, and the same is true for other
contemporary directors. In order to recount the unusual features of Naples,
Di Costanzo joins the group of directors who make works of fiction, but also
retain a certain link with a documentary style. These include Alice Rohrwacher with Corpo celeste and Le meraviglie, Alessandro Comodin with L’estate
di Giacomo and I tempi felici verranno presto, and documentary maker Pietro Marcello with La bocca del lupo and Bella e perduta.

DIRECTOR
2. DIRECTOR, DOCUMENTARY
MAKER, TEACHER
Director and documentary maker, Di Costanzo was born on the island of Ischia in 1958. He graduated from the Naples Oriental Institute and moved to
Paris, where he attended seminars on film directorship at Ateliers Varan. He
worked for French TV and made several documentaries. In 1991 he took part
in the collective work Premières Vues
with a short entitled In nome del Papa.
He became a member of the Ateliers
teaching staff, and in 1994, together
with Cambodian director Rithy Panh,
founded a training centre for documentary makers in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. In 2000, he created an Atelier
Varan at the University of Bogota. He
directed Prove di Stato (1998), about

II - THE FILM
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II - THE FILM
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Luisa Bossa, a determined ex-high school head, elected mayor of Ercolano in
1995, after the Mani Pulite corruption investigation. In 2003, with a very small
film crew, he filmed an entire school year in an outlying neighborhood of Naples
and A scuola (At School) was presented at the Venice Film Festival. In 2006 with
Odessa he and his co-author Bruno Oliviero won the award for Best Director in
the A New Look section at the fifth Infinity Festival of Alba. In 2007, Di Costanzo
was approached by Agostino Ferrente and Mario Tronco, founders of the multi-ethnic Piazza Vittorio Orchestra in Rome’s Esquilino quarter, to collaborate
on making a documentary. In L'Orchestra di Piazza Vittorio: I diari del Ritorno,
Di Costanzo followed Tunisian musician Houcine in his homeland. In 2011, he
completed Cadenza d’inganno, reopening a documentary started in 2003, about
the life of a “borderline” boy, which he had left unfinished when the lead actor
unexpectedly refused to continue the project.
In 2012 he directed L’intervallo, which gave him the experience of fiction that
would help him in his latest work, the episode entitled L’avamposto (The Outpost) in the collective film I ponti di Sarajevo (The Bridges of Sarajevo,2014).

THE CINEMA ACCORDING
TO DI COSTANZO
The thread running through Di Costanzo’s works is his sincere interest in people
whose daily lives are a struggle against the pressures of reality. In A scuola, Di
Costanzo follows a class from the start of the school year to the end, patiently
documenting the uncertainties, decisions and attitudes of the teachers. Men
and women working with small children and their lives always run the risk of
suffocating them or of allowing them to grow up with the deviant behavior created by the social context. Without judging, and without invading the lives of his
subjects, the director tries to bring out the difficulties felt by both sides. The
contact with the pupils immersed in the frustration of the system, provides an
important lesson for the development of L’intervallo.
Although the film takes place in a school, the city outside - Naples - makes its
presence strongly felt. It is the same for Cadenza d’inganno, a documentary
depicting the city through the life of a difficult boy and the words of the neighborhood kids. This experience must have greatly influenced Di Costanzo as a
director, and led to his choice of fiction with L’intervallo. Antonio, the lead role
in Cadenza d’inganno, highlighted the limits of the documentary form by refusing to finish the film. Di Costanzo must have realized that reality cannot always
be fully expressed when placed in front of a film camera. The lens may actually
cause the subject to hide, whereas fiction can be revealing. It seems no accident
that his first work after L’intervallo was an extremely realistic episode, but fictional: the episode entitled L’avamposto (The Outpost), in the collective film I ponti
di Sarajevo (The Bridges of Sarajevo - 2014), inspired by Federico De Roberto’s
La paura (Fear), about a small group of soldiers in a trench.

THE BACKGROUND OF L’INTERVALLO
The need to describe an unusual city like Naples is not fulfilled by the films
cited above and is particularly strong in L’intervallo. While the screenplay for
L’intervallo was being written, an all-out gangland war was raging in the city,
with at least one victim each day. The director’s decision was not to deal with
or depict a war between camorra gangsters, but to look at the camorra’s effects
on society. He wanted to talk about mafia culture and the way it influences
everyday life. For this reason, he even sought the leading actors from the
same social context the film portrayed. The story of Salvatore and Veronica is
the story of so many present-day Neapolitan teenagers. The conflict between
a brutal reality and the need to play and to dream that is typical of their age
oppresses the lives of the two characters, like that of the actors who play
them and of their contemporaries. The decision to work with two actors taken
directly from the same context as the film ensures that the story is realistic.
The difficult situation of the Neapolitan suburbs, with the criminal gangs who
dominate the streets, is the background that is hardly shown. It exists physically outside the space where Salvatore and Veronica spend the entire film,
but permeates the “inside”. There is violence in their lives, which forces them
to stay in this emptiness and which is perceived at the base of their identities.
The screenplay was written in parallel with the pre-production work and the
work with the actors, and it bears the hallmarks of Di Costanzo’s documentary
experience. He brings his careful shots of the from his documentation of the
real world, and combines this perfectly with the set to create a link between
fiction and realism.
Di Costanzo left the two teenagers complete freedom of expression, and even
filmed some of the scenes at night, without any extra lighting and using a
handheld camera in order to adapt to the way the actors naturally occupied
the space. While this was a free process, the director actually imposed very
precise limits and highlighted the characters’ development right from the
creation of the screenplay, although this was always a fictitious story reflecting the director’s own point of view.

3. THE FILM IN RELATION TO
THE DIRECTOR’S WORK - FROM
DOCUMENTARY TO FICTION
Although L’intervallo is the director’s first fiction film, its forms of expression
and subject matter draw on his experience as a documentary maker.
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II - THE FILM

The director had already explored the negative influence of the social context in
Cadenza d’inganno and A scuola, apparently without offering any judgements.
Nonetheless, just as in L’intervallo, the viewer cannot avoid developing an empathy for the young characters, with the strong feeling that their daily lives put
them at risk of becoming delinquents. In these three films, Di Costanzo works
closely with the subjects he wants to depict; with his first two films, he did this
while shooting, and with the third film during the long process of casting and
rehearsal.
L’INTERVALLO (2012) DI L. DI COSTANZO

CADENZA D’INGANNO (2011) DI L. DI COSTANZO
L’INTERVALLO (2012) DI L. DI COSTANZO

4.

FILMOGRAPHY

Full-length films

L’INTERVALLO (2012) DI L. DI COSTANZO

THE LANGUAGE OF REALITY
Di Costanzo does not move away from real life in this work of fiction. The lighting, the real events that break into the action, like the planes flying over their
heads or the flooded cellars of the set, come from the director’s background
in documentary films. Bigazzi’s shows his expertise in the way he uses natural
lighting throughout the day. (cf. ANALYSIS-Correspondence-Comparison with
the arts-Natural lighting)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Prove di stato (1998) - documentary
A scuola (2003) - documentary
Odessa (2006) - documentary
L'orchestra di Piazza Vittorio: I Diari del
Ritorno (2007) - documentary, segment
about Houcine
Cadenza d'inganno (2011) – documentary
L'intervallo (2012)
I ponti di Sarajevo (2014) - collective film
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5.

DERIVATIONS

Despite the rational lucidity of the fiction, his great work as a dramatist and his documentary-style research, Di Costanzo produces a film with many very symbolic
elements, which allow room for interpretation and imagination. It is not difficult to see parallels between some of his images and those of Andrei Tarkovsky (19321986), one of the most important exponents of symbolist cinema. Here are some examples.

CHILDHOOD AND NATURE

Figure 1 - L'intervallo (2012) di L. Di Costanzo

SURREALISM AND REALITY

Figure 2 - Ivan’s Childhood (1962) di A. Tarkovskij

Figure 5 - L'intervallo (2012) di L. Di Costanzo

SOLITUDE AND DECADENCE

Figure 3 - L'intervallo (2012) di L. Di Costanzo

Figure 4 - Nostalghia (1983) di A. Tarkovskij

Figure 6 - Nostalghia (1983) di A. Tarkovskij
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6.

INTERVIEWS
II - THE FILM

WHAT THE ACTORS SAY
As already said, L’intervallo is a film that took shape over time, as the
result of a long process like the search for suitable actors. This becomes
a relevant factor in correctly identifying the film’s position in the present
context of the Italian and international cinema. Alessio Gallo, who plays
Salvatore, has some very meaningful things to say in this interview about
his experience in the workshop used to select the actors, and about what
it meant for him to act in a film after growing up on the streets.
"I was working when Alessandra saw me and said “Would you like to make
a film?”.
I sell fruit and vegetables, I work for my uncles and my grandad. [With
this film] we give a dream, but dreams are not worth much in Naples. You
have to work and build a future with your own hands. So I cultivated it
like this, like a passion, and then at the end of July, Antonio and Leonardo
told me “we’ve chosen you”.
You know, in the beginning you work with just two people, then comes
all the set, the workmen, electricians … yes, I really felt like the star, although in the end… I’m like them. Actually, I helped them to move things
around, and I did a bit of everything. […]
Salvatore is a bit quiet with his fears, and insecure. I’m quite different from
him when it comes to being with other people, I’m quite outgoing and I
know how to get on with people, but like Salvatore I also hate oppression
and violence. Unfortunately, fear is stronger than courage, because it’s
difficult to hear just one voice out of a thousand.

Naples is beautiful, but it’s also a hard city, a bit unusual. You have to
know how to live here.
We chose the words, the ones that were best suited to our way of speaking and thinking. I got really excited when I saw the film poster. It’s
difficult to understand that the person you see is really you."

III - ANALISYS
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III – ANALYSIS
FILM SCENES
SEQUENTIAL
Sequential decoupage means dividing a film into chapters, and can be an excellent means of easily identifying
the scenes of the film that we are interested in analysing.
In addition to the timing below, there is also a short description of the scene, but the titles given to the different
chapters are a free interpretation.

1 – Credits (00:00:00 - 00:00:28)

2 – Voice (00:00:29 - 00:01:10)
Boy’s voice speaking, long shot of Naples.

3 –Arrival at the deposit ( 00:01:11 - 00:03:57)
Salvatore arrives on a vespa, he begins to load up
the granita carts with his father.

4 – Going to work (00:03:58 - 00:04:38)
Salvatore sets off towards his workplace pushing
his handcart.

5 – Credits (00:04:39 - 00:04:54)

6 – Veronica (00:04:55 - 00:05:23)
A girl, in the large courtyard of a derelict building,
picks a chair up off the ground and sits down.

7 – Film title (00:05:24 - 00:05:33)

8 – Salvatore arrives (00:05:34 - 00:07:28)
Salvatore enters the courtyard and recognizes
Veronica.

9 – Inside the “prison” (00:07:29 - 00:14:07)
They go upstairs. They are distant, and almost
ignore each other. The place is abandoned.

10 – Anger (00:14:08 - 00:15:35)
Salvatore tries to establish a contact with Veronica.
She ignores him and provokes him.

11 – Salvatore wants to explain (00:15:36 - 00:17:05)
Salvatore tells Veronica he doesn’t know anything
about the situation.

12 – First approach (00:17:06 - 00:21:23)
Veronica changes her mind and seeks for Salvatore’s help.

13 – Second approach, saying sorry (00:21:24 00:25:29) Salvatore is sitting outside when Veronica comes up to him. They share a sandwich and
start to know each other.

14 – The visit (00:25:30 - 00:29:18)
The gangland leader’s accomplices arrive to
control the situation. Mimmo challenges Veronica.

15 – Salvatore wants to know (00:29:19 - 00:33:49)
Salvatore looks for Veronica but he doesn’t find her.
He finally finds Veronica who asks him to follow her
because she has something to show him.
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16 – Room 13 (00:33:50 - 00:36:50)
They arrive in a room, Veronica shows Salvatore the
photo of a girl who killed herself. They talk about
her .

17 – Flowers for Monica (00:36:51 - 00:39:40)
Veronica and Salvatore go outside and pick
flowers to put near to the photo. They hear a noise
and follow it into another building.

18 – The reality game (00:39:41 - 00:46:02)
The two play on the boat. Nearby they find a dog
feeding his puppies.

19 – Rain (00:46:03 - 00:50:38)
When they go outside it starts to rain. They look
for a shelter. Salvatore tells the story of a girl killed by the camorra.

20 – Late afternoon (00:50:39 - 00:56:50)
Salvatore goes around trying to find a way out.
Veronica escapes but she stops herself. She writes
a note.

21 – A look outside (00:56:51 - 00:59:56)
They sit down and watch what is going on in
the local streets. Salvatore tells Veronica about
being bullied by the criminals. They think about
the ways to free him from his problem.

22 – Veronica talks (00:59: 57 - 01:03:53)
Veronica gives to Salvatore the note she has written. He reads it.

23 – It is evening and Bernardino arrives (01:03:54
- 01:15:26) Bernardino arrives and after a fight
with Veronica leaves the building with her. Salvatore is paid for the work he has done.

24 – Salvatore goes home (01:15:27 - 01:16:52)
He goes back to the courtyard of his home, where
he finds his father waiting for him.

25 – End credits (01:16:53 - 01:18:32)
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2. CINEMA ISSUES
This section analyses both theoretical and methodological aspects linked to the use
of a specific film language and the drama solutions adopted in the film. It is composed of some levels of analysis that are useful for teaching activities.

2.1

REVEALING/CONCEALING

In films, the invisible is more important than the visible. By saying this, we surely
imply the fact that the visible part is potentially invisible and vice versa. The
combination of both visible and invisible finds its intrinsic meaning in the film
shot. The film takes advantage of the characteristics typical of cinematographic art,
which reveals and conceals at the same time.

THE CAMORRA
It is evident that the director wants to describe the adolescence of a boy and girl
closed up in a derelict building, and that in theory this place could be anywhere.
However, as the director himself says, when talking about Naples it is difficult to
ignore the “tribal mentality” like that of the camorra, which he manages to describe
with great skill here. As much as possible, he avoids showing it in a spectacular way,
but allows it to be felt throughout the film as if it were a great amplifier that increases the intensity of the sounds describing the world outside and maintains the
tension in the lives of the characters. Nevertheless, it is possible to feel all the violent
power of the camorra as it closes the world out and the two teenagers inside, able
to manipulate everyone’s lives, in this case those of Salvatore and Veronica. The cage
in which they are imprisoned at first demonstrates, without actually showing it, the
external threat holding them there.
This violence is evident only at certain times: for example, when Mimmo slaps Salvatore, during Mimmo’s visit at midday, and when camorra boss Bernardino arrives.
From then on, it is not necessary to show more. Bernardino seems polite and controlled, but the palpable fear surrounding him reveals his ferocity.

NAPLES AND AIRCRAFT NOISE
The city and the life it contains is another extremely important element in the
story that appears only twice: at the start and at the end of the film, before dawn
and after sunset. Before the end, the city is glimpsed, but from outside the life
of the city, because it is seen from inside the derelict building; it too far away to
really reveal the city.
This unseen reality is revealed in the identity of the two characters, and allows
crime to damage their lives. At times, the two evoke figures who are part of their
lives and who influence them, but without revealing them. Their words reconstruct what is not seen, they evoke images and people who are never really shown.
Even the reason for Veronica’s imprisonment, the Neapolitan boy who is more
of a pretext than a guilty party, never actually appears in the film, although he
is responsible for Veronica’s imprisonment and therefore responsible for the dri-
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ving force behind the film’s action. The same happens with the planes flying over the
city and the derelict hospital. The noise they make, like the chimes of a clock marking
the passage of time, reminds us that the place is in a city that can actually be forgotten
at times, and reminds us of an outside world that is always very present, although it
remains concealed.

When they take shelter from the rain, they look at the rain in silence, but
are aware that they have discovered themselves.

THOUGHTS THAT CANNOT BE THOUGHT.
Veronica and Salvatore are two fictional characters who gradually reveal themselves during the film, and through their interaction they let us imagine everything they are feeling, but also everything about their way of life, about their city and the whole context
that limits their adolescence. Many times during the film, the director focuses on closeups, cutting everything else out of the shot and letting us think the same way as the
protagonists. For instance, when Veronica is fascinated by Salvatore’s stories and starts
to wonder if he is aware of the actual reason she is imprisoned, or when Salvatore hesitates before letting Veronica wait for him while he looks for the way back to the building,
providing both Veronica and the public the perfect balance between trust and mistrust.

VERONICA: AN UNCONSCIOUS GUIDE.
Veronica’s seems to want to escape several times during the filmand then
changes her mind. This makes her into a kind of “unconscious guide”. During her escape attempts she makes herself invisible but still perceivable
off-screen, and she forces Salvatore to look for her throughout the building. In this way, she shows us its undefined perimeter, at times an apocalyptic and futuristic scenario.
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2.2

THE PLACE AND ITS SECRETS

The location, as already said, seems to be a third character (cf. INTRODUCTION-Aspects
-The Place: the third character). It gradually reveals itself, although it remains indefinite,
and plays a specific role in showing and hiding the city. It appears close to the city, for
example, when Salvatore goes in to prepare his cart (1), or when the two teenagers are on
the rooftop looking down at the street (2), but on the contrary, in the surrounding woods
it seems to have no geographical location.

FRAME 1

FRAME 2

FRAME 3

THE DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR LEAVES

The film opens with dawn in Naples. Salvatore is with his father, and they are
stocking up their cart with granita to sell during the day ahead. This narrative
sequence is definitely documentary in its approach: the camera firstly skims
over the situation (frame 1 in previous paragraph), approaching the action
inquisitively (frame 1). The presence of a spectator observing and feeling
involved in these people’s routine is stated. The camera movements and the
composition are natural and not at all artificial, unlike some other very cinematographic moments in the film, which have a very well-planned photographic
composition. The last shot shows Salvatore’s hand as he hides a key beyond
the gate. This openly documentary-style prologue is interrupted as the screen
goes black. Leonardo Di Costanzo the documentary filmmaker now leaves, and
from this point on the film is a work of fiction. From now on, the film gradually moves away from the documentary form, increasingly using the language
used in fiction, evident in the actors well-studied movements, always functional to the development of the action, without any superfluous action or
detail. The deserted hospital is a stage on which this relationship is built until
the “confrontation with the enemy”, the boss Bernardino. The only exception
in the transition fiction is the scene on the rooftop (cf. ANALYSIS - Analysis
of the sequence). From there, the city is spied on and investigated, and some
everyday scenes are stolen from the street, with a documentarist’s approach,
so that we cannot distinguish whose point of view this is: Salvatore’s, Veronica’s, the director’s or the spectator’s? These shots are already present in the
screenplay and are therfore fiction, and are the most emblematic feature of all
the documentarist’s experience.
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3. FRAME ANALYSIS – THE CAGE
(TIME CODE: 14’24’’)

DISTANCE AND CLOSENESS.

Salvatore and Veronica are in the center of the space, yet distant, as can be
seen in the selected frame. They are distant from each other, letting the empty
space separate them, and also distant from the walls, to distance themselves
from a place where they do not belong. They wander around the place like
this, coming close and moving apart from each other. As they become familiar with the derelict hospital building, they become familiar with themselves,
with being teenagers and with each other, and become physically and empathically closer. Until they can fulfil the need for company and closeness that
will, in the end, be denied them by the outside world when it comes back to
knock at the door.
SYMBOLISM AND METAPHOR.

The film contains different symbols and metaphors, many of which are shown
in the selected frame. The colours Salvatore and Veronica wear - blue and pink
- seem to recall a childhood that was not quite - or never fully - experienced.

This problematic abandonment of adolescence finds an echo in the surrounding
environment, which is decadent, neglected, and unlived-in.
There are other symbolic elements in their clothing: Salvatore’s large build
contrasts with his child’s t-shirt; Veronica’s high-heeled boots and woman’s bag
clash with her hairband and skimpy pink dress, placing her in that difficult inbetween age group.
LIGHT IN THE SPACE.

Bigazzi’s photography is basically realistic and magnificently combines both with
Di Costanzo’s style and with the narrative needs of this film. In this particular
shot the morning light, typically cold and white, which enters through the window is the only light source for the gigantic building. The light arrives sideways
and divides the space through the shadows, highlighting the emptiness and solitude of this silent place. The shadows of the two teenagers stand out, thin, blurred and lonely, in a ray of light that hardly contrasts with the darkness inside the
building. They are static, and do nothing, almost as though they share the place’s
state of abandonment and its hopeless wait.
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4. ANALYSIS OF A SHOT
REDEMPTION (TIME CODE: DA 39’06’’ A 39’45’’)
THE DANCE OF THE COUPLE.

The first shot (1) shows a scenario that is as surreal as it is real, as
Salvatore explains describing the effects of the skyscrapers built in
Naples (Chapter 2 - The film; context - Naples: a city to recount). This
is followed by an intense tracking shot that embellishes the relationship developing between Veronica and Salvatore, describing it
as a sort of dance. First they are together (Frame 2), and then Salvatore eclipses Veronica (2) leaving her behind, first out of sight of
the camera, then in view once again (4 and 5). After this, they are
together again as they look at the boat (6), which assumes the most
emblematic role of the whole scene. Then it is Veronica’s turn to
leave behind Salvatore, who remains out of sight (7). She occupies
a position on the boat, which rocks gently as if on the sea (8). Then
Veronica invites Salvatore to join her again, and he comes back into
sight. The camera movement smoothly follows their natural movements, allowing us to foresee that they are moving towards a new
achievement: they will be able to dream, to become teenagers once
more and to re-discover their natural awareness.
FRAME 1

CONTEXT.

After her initial mistrust, Veronica realizes that Salvatore is also a victim and their relationship begins to
develop. They make a forced and constricted pause
into a living space that allows them to rediscover that
they are teenagers and to relive their real ages. Right
here, a flooded basement can become a vast sea (1).
The context in which they lead their daily lives has
made them become adults too quickly, and it is in
this very unlikely place that Veronica and Salvatore
are able to find time to play, and take a break from
the adult life they are forced to lead.

FRAME 2

FRAME 3

FRAME 4 		

FRAME 5

FRAME 6

FRAME 7

FRAME 8		

FRAME 9
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CONTEXT.

Play can free the mind from outside influences, and provide more awareness of the individual’s interior and exterior worlds, beginning acceptance of the legitimate needs
of these two realities. Veronica lets herself go, imagining
that she is one of the competitors in the reality show L’Isola dei famosi ; she and Salvatore are on a desert island,
because they are the last two finalists. Here we can note
how, using a surreal situation, she tries to escape from
reality, from the reasons forcing the two teenagers to be
in that place. Veronica tries to involve Salvatore in her
game (Frame 8), which means involve him in something
more intimate. The two very different personalities of the
characters emerge even while they play, stripped of all
the superstructures of the roles which someone else has
decided for them. This is how they recapture their adolescence. At the end of this frame, Salvatore will take Veronica
on his shoulders and it will be the first and the only physical contact they will have throughout the film. The way in
which the space is depicted is far from every type of theatricality, despite the choice of a place where everything is
controlled, as in a film studio. The space expands (2,3,4,5)
lengthens (6,7,8,9) and shows all its potential as it changes
from a decadent to a surreal setting (Frame 1). The characters occupy the space, very often they are also off-centre,
managing to catch the film camera even when out of sight
or far away, always making their presence (Frame 2,3,6,9).
Even more than words, the depth of the shot shows the
understanding that is beginning to develop between the
two youngsters (9).

This is a very important scene in the film, with many
shots and sequences giving the language used a certain complexity, as it follows the development of the
relationship between Veronica and Salvatore in a linear way. This is also the only part of the film when,
from the rooftop of the abandoned hospital, we can
look at the "city", where the whole story takes place.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE
SEQUENCE
A LOOK OUTSIDE
(TIME CODE: DA 56’51’’ A 59’49’’)

ESCAPING AND FINDING EACH OTHER.

Salvatore and Veronica have rejected each other, run
after each other, come closer again and rediscovered
each other. When their relationship seems mature,
they look for a moment to rest and regain contact with
reality. From the first shots, this scene is sophisticated,
highlighting a clear balance in the distance between
the two characters and their context. The scene on
the rooftop is shown by a camera that seems to follow their movements (1), but is interrupted by a long
shot that is symmetrical and static (2). Now the camera
does not move, and shows Veronica and Salvatore in
the exact centre, surrounded by the vast sky and the
city on the horizon. They are now physically and emotionally close to each other, while Naples is distant.

FRAME 1
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DREAM GAME.

FRAME 2
Salvatore, who is busy staring at the horizon (3); Veronica looks ahead, and Salvatore turns to stare at her
just for a moment before looking at the city again (4).
The lack of a reverse shot is interesting, as it almost
highlights the interruption of everything happening
around them.

FRAME 3

FRAME 4
LOOKS AND PERSPECTIVES.

LOOKING BUT NOT SEEING.

They are quiet and calm as if they are taking a break,
as if they were finally away from the prison. This brief
moment of freedom is visually represented by Salvatore’s and Veronica’s faces, as they look at each other
without ever exchanging a glance: Veronica looks at

Once they feel calmer and more at ease in this open
space, they can let down their guard and open up to
each other, consider the other as they really are, and
really look at each other; even shyness and embarrassment seem to be just a consequence of a newly
rediscovered childhood. The two then turn towards
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the eternal “other”: the city. Now at a safe distance above
Naples, the two can reflect on the hive of activity that is
their social context, no longer considering each other as
opposites, as “enemies”, but as companions in the same
life and not just in this “interval” (Frame 4). This is because,
despite their differences and different experiences, they
live in the same city, dominated by the same gangsters
and the same situations.
When Salvatore begins to talk, it is to share a piece of his
daily routine, to point out his high school (Frame 5). Veronica does not hold back, but participates in his story and
follows Salvatore’s gesture with her own (Frame 6).
Here there is again the recurring motif of the entire film:
the perception of a reality which cannot be seen, but

which exists. Salvatore points to something
which is outside the camera shot as the camera
remains on the two (Frame 5), showing them
from the side and appearing to eliminate the
physical distance (Frame 4) between them that
was visible in the previous shot (Frame 8). Here,
the superimposed figures are at their closest
in the film, even without any physical contact,
which would be superfluous and out of context.
Their arms and fingers become a focal perspective that turns into a series of point of view shots
(6).
THE GAME.

to die and who does not (8). This scene contains the film’s
most expressive dialogue:
Veronica: And me? Do you think I deserve to die?
Salvatore: No! You don’t!
Veronica: But… I don’t know if I can survive. Maybe I’ll die
in that earthquake.
Veronica has come to the end of her “journey”; she has
made the most important change, and now realises that
in a while she will have to face Bernardino, the boss who
is keeping her prisoner.

. When everything has been said, and everything
now seems clear, there is nothing left for Veronica and Salvatore to do but find a solution to
their situation and as we have already said, they
imagine a natural disaster that sweeps away all
those who deserve this fate. The game begins
when Veronica asks Salvatore about who he
would like to save from the earthquake, and from
this moment on the two teenagers look together
in a single point of view shot that for the first
time reveals the city they live in - Naples.
FRAME 5

On the rooftop they can escape from their reality
in two different ways:

FRAME 7

Veronica: Who do you want to shoot?
Salvatore: Nobody. I’d prefer an earthquake, an
epidemic… So it’s no one’s fault.
Veronica: Better an earthquake… and who would
you save?

FRAEM 6

Veronica imagines a voluntary gesture, like a
shooting (7), while Salvatore prefers a natural
catastrophe in order to avoid any personal responsibility. They both see destruction as the only
way out. The game they imagine seems to be
constructed on the simple rule of vengeance by
choosing, even for banal reasons, who deserves

FRAME 8
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IMAGES AND ECHOES/COMPARISON
In questo paragrafo, è nostra intenzione suscitare una libera associazione fra
immagini che condividono gli stessi temi presenti nel film.
In this paragraph, we want to create a free association
between images that share the same themes as the
film.
GIRLS IN WOMEN’S BODIES

“L’INTERVALLO” BY LEONARDO DI COSTANZO (2012)

SUE LYON IN “LOLITA” (1962) BY S. KUBRICK

“AMMORE” BY PAOLO SASSANELLI (2013)

VLADIMIR NABOKOV’S NOVEL LOLITA WAS PUBLISHED IN PARIS IN 1955
THYLANE BLONDEAU SU VOGUE PARIS DEL DICEMBRE

Although the film takes all the time necessary to
analyse and let us know the two youngsters, from
the beginning Veronica is depicted as confident and
insolently arrogant, so that she seems older than
her actual age. She tries to seem older, not only with
her attitude and the way she talks, but also with her
appearance and choice of clothes. Her pink lownecked t-shirt, her boots, her shorts and the glimpses
of thong are typical of a woman, not of a young girl.
Veronica recalls frequent images from our society,
typical of a time when girls are encouraged to grow up
quickly and become aware of their sexual identity too
early. Some suggestions follow:
On the left, a frame from L’intervallo.
On the right, a frame from Ammore (2013), a short
film by Paolo Sassanelli, based on the book Dieci
(Adelphi, 2007) by A. Longo (subject of the paragraph
LITERATURE in the chapter COMPARISON WITH OTHER
ARTS).
Bottom left, Sue Lyon in Lolita (1962) by S. Kubrik.
Bottom right, an advert published in Vogue Paris,
December 2010, portraying Thylane Blondeau, at the
age of 10.
Centre bottom, the cover of the novel Lolita by Vladimir
Nabokov, published in Paris in 1955.
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2.

DIALOGUES BETWEEN FILMS

L’INTERVALLO AND PIERROT LE FOU:
SYNONYMS AND OPPOSITES
INTRODUCTION

Growing close and growing apart, and looking for a way to escape together, are
dynamics that drive both L’intervallo and Pierrot le fou, but the couple in the first
film are forced to stay together (1), while the second couple (2) choose each other,
leaving their respective partners in their desire to flee city life. Paradoxically, the real
flight of Salvatore and Veronica is their imprisonment, which is like a short pause
that keeps them outside the life to which they are destined. They would like to
escape from the system surrounding them, but cannot make any real attempt to
do this: there is nothing else outside this criminal context, because they have never
known anything but the heavy hand of organised crime.

In this section, the aim is to compare different films from the CinEd collection, but
often the best approaches to analysing the cinema and its stories spring from analysis of the differences that the cinema proposes. So “L’intervallo” by Leonardo Di
Costanzo (2012) is compared here with “Pierrot le Fou” by Jean-Luc Godard (1965),
a very different film, perhaps the opposite of “L’intervallo” in terms of genre,
context and contents. However, we think that the characteristics of the single elements observed can be highlighted better by contrasting the differences than by
looking at the similarities in the two works.

THE COUPLE - A CHOICE OR AN IMPOSITION .
Both films have a couple at the centre of the story, but the couples are very different, although both are central to their respective stories. Pierrot le fou (1965)
by Jean-Luc Godard recounts the hectic love story between Ferdinand (known as
Pierrot) and the fascinating but dangerous Marianne, and their flight from bourgeois society. There can never be a love story between Salvatore and Veronica in a
context where behaviour is as conditioned as that of criminal gangs, and the two
teenagers are able only to get a glimpse of who the other really is.

FRAME 3 - PIERROT LE FOU
Ferdinand and Marianne, on the other hand, take advantage of crime to become a
modern day Bonnie and Clyde (3). There are chases, kisses, songs, cinema warm-up
acts, sharp scissors and cheating, as they escape from the constraints of bourgeois
life and put on different masks, often changing their clothes (4) (5) (6), and continually re-inventing themselves, constantly anxious to be on the move.

FRAME 4 – PIERROT LE FOU
FRAME 1
L’INTERVALLO
FRAME 5 – PIERROT LE FOU
FRAME 2
PIERROT LE FOU
FRAME 6 – PIERROT LE FOU
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FRAME 9 – PIERROT LE FOU
FRAME 7 – PIERROT LE FOU

FRAME 8 – L’INTERVALLO

On the contrary, Salvatore and Veronica do not change, and become increasingly
what they really are. They consistently reconfirm who they are (8), because they
represent their entire generation, and are like many other young people who
live in a criminal context which inevitably makes them all alike. The process of
distance and reconciliation for the two couples is specular. As already explained
in the analysis of the frame, although they are very distant from each other at the
beginning, Salvatore and
Veronica become increasingly closer (8), and are
both conscious of being
connected by a similar
condition. On the contrary, Marianne betrays the
initial complicity between
herself and Pierrot when
FRAME 9 – PIERROT LE FOU
they meet again: in her "femme fatale" superficiality, she thinks only of herself, and
leaves Pierrot when she doesn't need him any more. This is represented when she
escapes on the pier, as she waves to him from the ferry boat they should have
taken together (9).

THE VISIBLE DIRECTOR VS. THE INVISIBLE DIRECTOR.
More than the contents, the director’s approach marks the divide between these two
films. When Godard made Pierrot le fou it was 1965, and the Nouvelle Vague had been
able to express itself, theorise and experiment, so that this film is very much a product of
an idea of the cinema which shows itself openly by innovating its expressive language,
taking it apart and playing around with it. The director claims its right to exist and to
show itself, making choices that are sometimes invasive within the narrative framework,
like the shots of neon lights outside the action (11) or the choice of completely unnatural camera angles, in which the human figure is almost irritatingly cut in half (12). Even
scenic pretence is interrupted, like when Marianne looks directly into the camera (13) or
when Ferdinand (14) actually says that he is looking at the spectator.

FRAME 11 – PIERROT LE FOU
COMPARING TWO WOMEN.
In both films, the female characters seem to be more in collusion with the
criminal context than the males. Veronica understands that she has to learn
the rules of this game and use them to forge her character, using her immature
femininity as a weapon. Only when she is overcome with fear on meeting
Bernardino does she decide to pick up a real weapon, but she actually does no
harm to anyone.
Marianne, on the contrary, seems to be in the grip of a tortuous, light and sometimes macabre and crazy kind of game. She is totally uninterested in rules, and
distorts reality towards a kind of fatalism that makes it possible for her to use a
weapon, and to be at times a victim and at times a perpetrator (9)(10).

FRAME 10 – PIERROT LE FOU

FRAME 13 – PIERROT LE FOU

FRAME 12 – PIERROT LE FOU

FRAME 14 – PIERROT LE FOU
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Even when Marianne and Ferdinand take refuge alone on what seems like an
island far away from the world, Marianne complains about being isolated and
says that she is tired of wearing the same clothes all the time (7).
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On the contrary, although Di Costanzo clearly intends to make a fiction film, he
conceals the director’s view in the attempt to bring fiction as close as possible to reality. In this fairy-tale that Di Costanzo has written and filmed, there is no consolation,
only illustration, no heroism, not even concealed, only submission to the system.
Every image is composed of the density of the narrative, a chamber play that never
comes near the theatre. The result is a no-frills film with no deliberate alterations,
just a hard slice of daily life (15).

(20), reflect not only the director’s approach, but all his cultural influences.
Godard’s culture allows him to range from the cinema to painting, from
music to literature. Velasquez, Picasso, Renoir, Van Gogh, Poe, Joyce, Celine,
Queneau, Michel Simon, Aragon, Nicholas Ray, etc. are connected with a
film that begins as a psychological drama, becomes a crime film, slides into
the musical genre, appears as an adventure and mixes all of these genres
together in the grand finale.

FRAME 17 – PIERROT LE FOU

FRAME 15 – L’INTERVALLO

				
FRAME 18 – PIERROT LE FOU

For this reason, Di Costanzo avoids any type of background music, whereas the background music in Pierrot le fou is invasive and overwhelming; it is not just a simple
accompaniment, but often dominates, changes or breaks off arbitrarily without following the course of the action taking place. For example, during the scene when
they steal the car (16) which they later drive into the sea. Godard’s film is filled with
repeated references; the paintings which appear in the camera shots (17) (18) (19)
FRAME 19 – PIERROT LE FOU

FRAME 16 – PIERROT LE FOU

				
FRAME 20 – PIERROT LE FOU
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3.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARTS: THE CITY AND DECADENCE

Di Costanzo’s film leaves room for numerous literary genres, from fairy-tales to short stories, but
attempting to find a common thread and returning to the concepts in the “correspondences” section, we have decided to quote Dieci by Andrej Longo.
Longo’s book recounts ten episodes of life in Naples: hard and realistic stories portraying the
cruelty of everyday life, the strength and the hopes of today’s Naples.
Like a kind of Dekalog à la Kieslowski, and with the same secular intentions, every chapter is associated with one of the Ten Commandments, which reveals itself during the story in all its hypocrisy and impossibility. The city is portrayed without any filters and its special presence leaves an
impression on the lives of the characters.
The meeting between Salvatore and Veronica could be one of these stories: a pause, a break from
the city, which starts making itself felt again and stops the two teenagers from forgetting that
“there is no other God” but the local criminal boss.
Paolo Sassanelli’s film Ammore is taken from this book and depicts two female characters who are
very similar and comparable.
Di Costanzo therefore invents nothing. These real contexts, like those depicted by Longo, are wellknown and are concealed by omertà - the criminal code of silence.
because I don’t want to show her that I am worried.”

DIECI – ANDREJ LONGO - ADELPHI (2007)

“Vanessa is very beautiful. When she puts her black socks and short skirt on, she really looks like a
‘woman’. When she wears black make up around her eyes and puts on her high heels, she makes everyone’s head spin, even though she’s 14, even though she has a baby laugh. I always tell her:
“Vanè, you’re too beautiful.”
“So what? Are you jealous?” she answers.
Yes it’s true. I am jealous . But that’s not it. The problem is that she catches every eye, she becomes everyday more beautiful and one day or another it will become a mess, I know, but I don’t tell her.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Di Costanzo is not the only artist inspired by a derelict building. Photographer Mimmo Jodice, for example, explored this kind of place in
Naples. Like him, other photographers have also portrayed decayed
and abandoned buildings, leaving the images free to speak for themselves.
The place becomes a character in Di Costanzo’s film and Jodice’s photographs.

GUIDO GUIDI 1983

PAINTING - NAPLES IN THE FILM
AND IN PAINTING

MIMMO JODICE ALBERGO DEI POVERI NAPOLI 1999

The evocative landscape and varied scenery of Naples has inspired
many painters over the centuries. There is something magical in the
atmosphere of this ancient city, which artists continue to depict.
L’intervallo opens with a first shot showing the city at dawn, almost
with the intention to avoid defining the place where the story will take
place, but conveying the beautiful feel of a painting.
The same light and the same feeling are conveyed by this work by
Dutch painter Anton Sminck van Pitloo, whose artistic personality was
determined by Rome and Naples, especially the latter, where he was
able to reflect on the art of the many contemporary landscape artists.
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NATURAL LIGHTING

“L’Intervallo” by Leonardo Di Costanzo (2012)

Anton Sminck van Pitloo,
Castel dell’Ovo. Naples (1820-1824)

on showing light as realistically as possible, although they are using it to express and represent
subjects. Cold light can convey an almost unmotivated feeling of sadness and quiet before a storm;
a beam of light can emphasise shadows and give a
dramatic effect to both simple and complex subjects. The light is soft on the figures and spaces
and covers the whole scene with a veil of sadness.
Though artificially reproduced, the light expands
in a natural way, as the light painted by Van Meegeren. In the same way, but with different effects,
the diegetic light arriving from outside the frame
reminds us of the Caravaggio’s use of light: a light
source illuminates the character from the side.

CARAVAGGIO – DAVID WITH GOLIA’S HEAD (ROME)
HAN VAN MEEGEREN,
“DONNA CHE LEGGE”

This kind of lighting emphasises the shadows and
gives
especially
faces a dramatic
impact. It is inevitable to compare
this with one of
the most famous
close-ups in the
history of cinema:
Captain
Kuntz
(Marlon Brando) in
Coppola’s Apocalypse Now as his
face emerges from
THE COLD LIGHT STILL LIGHTS FOR JUST THE ROOM

FIGURE 1 - L'INTERVALLO (2012) BY L.
DI COSTANZO

FIGURE 2 – MARLON BRANDO IN
APOCALYPSE NOW (1979)
BY FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA
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As said before, the lessons earned as a documentary maker have not been forgotten, especially when it comes to photography. Natural daylight is used as much as
possible and this reminds us of those painters who have concentrated

the darkness.
Bernardino, like Kuntz, is the driving force of the action, the person who makes the
protagonist act in a certain way in order for the story to happen. They are antagonists who avoid a direct confrontation until the final moment, the showdown. Both
Kuntz and Bernardino overcome the morality of the central character by irremediably “corrupting” him. Comparison of these two frames shows that two films shot
by two very important Italian directors of photograpy (L’intervallo by Luca Bigazzi
and Apocalypse Now by Vittorio Storaro) from two different generations and with
almost opposing styles, actually share the same technique and the same lesson on
this occasion.
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4.

HOW THE FILM WAS RECEIVED
THE VIEWS OF TWO CRITICS

AN ITALIAN CRITIC
It has become commonplace in Italy to defend the documentary cinema versus
the official ‘romanesco’ cinema, obviously conditioned by the two powers dominating the capital and its ‘salons’: especially journalism, but not only tv, and politics, understood as a “caste” although it has been changing continually - the faces,
but not the habits. It is easy to make a documentary, it does not take too much
and is cheap. What is more of a problem is finding someone to watch it, outside
one’s direct circle of friends; it is cheap and provides a good alibi for the creative
urge of one or two generations, is always in keeping with current trends, and is
consequently a little more demanding and politicized than previous ones.
This is not true of Leonardo Di Costanzo, who has focused on documentary films
from being at school to becoming a maestro, in Naples, in France and wherever,
even in Rithy Pan’s Cambodia. He responds to his vocation by becoming more
careful and demanding as he is enriched by his previous experiences, building
upon the more rigorous theoretical approaches from the France, USA and Canada
of the nouvelle vague period. He records commonplace but meaningful events, an
in-depth investigation to understand origins and mechanisms, and questions the
methods, aims and means of his own work, about the meaning of his own formal
choices, which are never just that. His is an admirably ‘documented’ attitude, from
Cadenza d’inganno, unintentionally Pirandellian in the way it recounts the character’s rebellion to becoming a document, object and not subject, pretext and not
protagonist… Finally, the conflict with reality, not pliable to artistic manipulation
and even less to the journalistic and/or sociological presumption of the ‘author’.
It takes a lot of patience, which Di Costanzo has perhaps learnt from Wiseman, to
produce a ‘document’, because it is necessary to understand, and to respect the
seasons of life and of trust. A scuola, Prove di Stato, Odessa, and the few others
that Di Costanzo has obstinately completed, have the form that things (people)
needed even without being aware, because this (the edited and finished film) is
the medium that they need in order to speak about their own experience, but
venturing beyond their personal experience. If the character insists, in the narcissistic way everyone does when they want to show and demonstrate their own
opinions to others, it is then important for the context surrounding his/her action
to emerge. It is often the context that leaves a lasting impression (ultimately this is
what Di Costanzo wants to be remembered) more than his apparent leading character, and even more so when this character (a headmistress, a woman mayor…)
is ‘at the centre’ of the institutions and fully aware of this. The director neither
mystifies nor sweetens, but he works with the full respect that every character

demands in the environment that expresses him/her and in which he/she acts,
with the professional duty to intervene, mediate, propose, and if necessary to put
pressure on reality to change it for the better. It is this pressure on reality that the
documentary ultimately proposes, even when it says the opposite, which is perhaps one of its fundamental characteristics, and this is perhaps its first intention.
These demonstrations of total directorial honesty have led Di Costanzo to the
controlled and mature narrative style of a fiction debut that does not - as it were
- give the impression of being fiction. In L’intervallo, the documentary has little
importance, and the message is felt especially in the few scenes of Naples, in
which the city is silent for the two youngsters although alive and active. However, it is evident how much the director’s previous experience has influenced the
way he approaches the physical environment and his respect for the characters.
Here, the age, feelings and social background of the two excellent actors seem
to place them in a reality that is theirs and which they know well, with dilemmas
that involve them, although in a different way. L’intervallo is almost as compact
as Pinter’s theatrical drama, with a precise and perfect script aided by Bigazzi’s
photographic expertise and the absence - finally! - of any musical comment (in
Italian cinema, this is usually vitally important to support shaky texts and actors).
L’intervallo is an extraordinary film because of its dramaturgical quality and its
understated portrayal of the terrible destiny hanging over young people, at least
those most neglected, those who do not grow up in strongly consolidated families and clans where they can very often let themselves go and behave badly. If a
documentary ultimately leaves the viewer to judge reality, here Di Costanza naturally finds the balance between portraying reality and judging it: and I believe that
it is this confluence that brings the Author to life. In L’intervallo, the judgement
is clear, but it does not go beyond the characters. It narrates a possible case and
its complexity, and the film’s greatness lies in its careful and delicate exploration,
pursued with a respect and involvement that recounts the story in small steps,
moving around the setting, with two teenagers both fleeing and seeking each
other. They already know the horror of the world and are its prisoners; they neither
know nor see ways to escape from it, if indeed ways actually exist.
Nobody helps them to see a way out, and Di Costanzo seems to tell us that they
will never manage it on their own. What future can Salvatore and Veronica have
in a society like ours? The most surprising thing in this great little film is that it
speaks about the immense difficulties of Neapolitan teenagers without any money or security, who probably have the most difficult time of all in present day
Italy, but it actually ends up by talking about all Italian teenagers and all the vio-
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A FRENCH CRITIC
L’Intervallo is a new venture for Leonardo Di Costanzo, because it is his first fiction
film, coming after some very interesting documentaries: Prove di Stato, A scuola,
Les Odessa, and Cadenza d’Inganno. One thing that has not changed here is the
director’s vital bond with Naples, as he is caught between love and hate for the
city.
From the early morning, the sunlight promises to be oppressive in the outskirts
of Naples. A father and son get their street vendor’s cart ready for the day’s work
in a kind of daily ritual. But this is about to change. Salvatore, the son is a chubby
teenager, who is snatched away from his daily work like a military conscript in
order to keep watch over Veronica, taken hostage by the local gangland boss. A
large derelict building – the extraordinary abandoned mental hospital in Capodichino – will be the setting where the two teenagers will be forced to spend the
day together. They are total opposites: a lively and volatile girl and a shy boy; she
is a rebel who has been going out with a boy from an enemy gang (with a little of
Romeo and Juliet in a Camorra sauce), while he exudes fatalism and submission.
“An organism able to transform itself”
From the first moments, there is an undeniable feeling of realness about the film,
a way of portraying the bodies and characters that shows the director’s pleasure
and desire to film. The cinematic tension could be compared to the Cozzi-Frimmel duo (La Pivellina), and this is undeniably connected with the “documentary
approach”– Leonardo Di Costanzo is an active member of the Ateliers Varan – even
if he is not behind the camera here. But L’intervallo does not remain attached to a
realistic tone, but slides - via the setting and the relationship between Salvatore
and Veronica - towards a very convincing light of poetry, placing the characters
precisely in a “detached” reality.
We do not know if the film inhabits the ruin, or vice versa, but the building seems
to move and unfold like an organism able to transform itself. There is an evident

reminder of a fairy-tale situation (the captive princess), as well as a variation of
Alice’s Wonderland - the film contains a multitude of landings and levels reached
via more or less difficult passage ways. During this strange initiation day, a logical
bond grows between Veronica and Salvatore, under the influence of a genius loci
with a truly magical dimension – the portrait on the wall is a real ghostly presence
- and a reminder, notably because of this hospital which exhales the pain and suffering, both past and present, of Naples.
“A magical and enchanting digression”
The outcome of this development is superb, it is a view and anger which they
share with each other and with us, about the city which reappears. The sweeping
views of the city seem like paintings. During this gripping sequence, Salvatore and
Veronica can depict a city that conditions their lives, as if they were unimportant
gaming counters. The film title can be interpreted in different ways, an interval as
in the position of two bodies and characters, between the real and the imaginary,
but also as a pause – explicitly formulated between the first and the last shots: two
sweeping shots of the city, at dawn and as evening falls. Veronica and Salvatore
can definitely be considered as moving imperceptibly towards each other; maybe
she passes on some of her rebellious nature to him, and maybe he teaches her to
to free herself by kowtowing.
L’intervallo is a “mafia film”, but very intelligently keeps the criminal organisation
off-screen in a way that still allows the city’s violent energy be felt and heard;
Leonardo Di Costanzo stays as far away as possible from the kind of “all-seeing
entomologist” approach of Matteo Garrone in Gomorra. The camorra reappears at
the end, once again forcing itself on the two, after they have experienced a kind
of magical and enchanting digression, during which they belonged to nobody but
themselves for just one day.
Arnaud Hee
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lence done to them by adults, all those who propose, impose educate, permit and
‘communicate’. This is certainly a moral issue, as well as a political issue, and - why
not? - an aesthetic issue.
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TEACHING ACTIVITIES
BEFORE SCREENING

AFTER SCREENING

*Work on the frame used for the film poster Analysis of its composition, and appearance.
(cf INTRODUCTION - Plot summary and aspects)
(cf ANALYSIS of a frame)
(cf ANALYSIS - Cinema issues )

A three-stage process can be followed.

- What does it tell us about the characters and
about the drama?
- Does the film seem to refer to precise cinema
genres?
- What are your first reactions? Will these reflect
on the film you are about to see?
- What are the important semiotic features to
consider? The setting? The distance between
the two characters? Their behaviour? The colours they are wearing (Salvatore is wearing
blue and Veronica pink)?
- What correlation exists between the image on
the poster and the film’s title?

Do not worry about reservations/criticisms about
the film; it is important to listen to them and to
ask questions.

* Choose the themes dealt with in this film: the
camorra, Naples, teenagers etc., asking the pupils to talk about their opinions and what they
imagine is connected with these themes.

1) CONSIDERATIONS: DISCUSSION

* Even if the work on the poster has been done
before screening, it is possible to start from this
point by asking if the pupils’ ideas were reflected
in the film.
(cf INTRODUCTION - Plot summary and aspects)
(cf ANALYSIS of a sequence, of a shot, of a frame)
(cf THE FILM - The film in relation to his work: from
documentary to fiction)
- Which are the important moments in the film?
Describe them and relocate them in the film. Why
are they important?
- What is it that disturbs our usual viewing habits?
- Do the feelings expressed before screening reflect
the film you have seen?
- What kind of film is L’intervallo?
* Reconstructing the development of the characters and the story.
- What kind of character is Salvatore? Try to write
his biography.
- What kind of character is Veronica? Try to write
her biography.
- How do Salvatore and Veronica change during the
film?
- What is the situation at the beginning and end of
the film?
- What are the principle stages and changes that
take place between these two points?
- How would you define the ending of this film? Try
to imagine a different ending.
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2) VERIFYING, DESCRIBING, ANALYSING

* Considering that the two leading actors are not professional actors and it took the director a year to find
them, try to identify and classify their acting using
precise examples (diction, gestures, movements)
- Do you think the actors are professionals? Why?
- Why do you think the director chose non-professional actors?
- Why do you think the director chose these two actors?
- Do you think the film would have been different with
professional actors? How?
- Do all the actors use the same type of acting style?
- What kind of language do the two actors use?
- Is their acting “natural”?
- What effect do they give? Are they believable? Are
they exagerated?
* Words and sounds
- What do you think the prologue spoken by the voice
at the beginning of the film means?
- How do you explain the presence of the planes flying
overhead?
- How do you explain the presence of the animals in
the film?
- What do you think about the absence of a musical
soundtrack? Try to imagine a soundtrack.
- How does the city make its presence felt?
* The setting
- How important is the setting in this film?
- What influence does the setting have on Salvatore
and Veronica?
- Do you think that the setting has a story to tell? Try to
describe it.
- Is there anything about the setting that strikes you?
What? Why?
- What relationship is there between the inside, the
outside, the basement and the roof of the building?
- Is there any relationship between the natural elements (earth, air, fire and water) and the setting?

SHOTS AND SEQUENCES
This means making the pupils more active towards
the images. They can imagine many situations deriving from the different sections of the booklet.
* Work on fixed images
Start with “Plot Summary and Aspects” and choose an
image (or frame) from the film (or if possible let the
pupils choose an image). What aspects of the film
does it contain and what is missing?
Choose a scene and establish the context, describe
its composition (the space and the positions of the
people), explain the dramatic elements deriving
from this scene and ask what it says about what
comes next in the film.
Start with “Images-Echoes” and choose an image from
the film, then look for others of all kinds to associate
with it. A variation: start with the choice of an image,
and produce one or two images to relate to the film.
* Work on moving images
A shot is the piece of time and space cut and assembled to make up a scene. A sequence is a relatively
independent dramatic unit.
Refer to the “Analysis” section and compare one shot
with other or with key sequences in the film:
- Describe the entry and exit from the shot or
sequence?
- What changes have taken place between the beginning and the end of the shot or sequence?
- How do the set design and the camera movements
of the camera (or fixed camera) participate in the
story, especially in the development of the relationship between Salvatore and Veronica?
*Compare film extracts of L’Intervallo linked to other
film extracts in CinEd educational films. Can you find
the same topics, like “distance”, “looks”, “conflicts” or
“escape”? Are there others?

PRACTICAL ACTIVITY
Choose two shots from the film in which
the protagonists are close or distant. Put
them in a sequential order and observe
them. Can the story be reconsidered by
analysing these moments of closeness
and distance? How many are there?
When? Which are the most frequent?
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With a film like L’intervallo, which is the result of such a
long creative process, it is possible to start by asking
very simple questions that lead into reflection and
analysis.
(cf THE FILM - Director – Leonardo di Costanzo: director, documentary maker, teacher)
(cf THE FILM - The film in relation to his work: from
documentary to fiction)
(cf THE FILM - Interviews: the actors)
(cf ANALYSIS - Cinema issues – Revealing / concealing
– The documentary director leaves)

3) INTERACTION WITH THE IMAGES,

DIGITAL PLATFORM DEDICATED TO
EDUCATION FOR EUROPEAN CINEMA

CinEd is a European cooperation program dedicated to education in European cinema.
CinEd is co-funded by the Creative Europe / MEDIA EU.
The vision of the film through CinEd platform enables public screenings only in a cultural
context, non-commercial.

Cined offers:
• A multilingual and free platform, available in 45 countries in Europe,
for the organization of non-commercial public screenings
• A collection of European films for young people aged 6 to 19 years
• Teaching Tools to prepare and accompany the screenings: brochures about movies, educational resources for brokers / teachers, teaching cards for students, instructional videos for the
comparative analysis of the Cined movie collection.

